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Summary. Recently, argumentation-based negotiation has been proposed as an alternative to
classical mechanism design. The main advantage of argumentation-based negotiation is that
it allows agents to exchange complex justification positions rather than just simple proposals. Its proponents maintain that this property of argumentation protocols can lead to faster
and beneficial agreements when used for complex multiagent negotiation. In this paper, we
present an empirical comparison of argumentation-based negotiation to proposal-based negotiation in a strategic two-player scenario, using a game-theoretic solution as a benchmark,
which requires full knowledge of the stage games. Our experiments show that in fact the
argumentation-based approach outperforms the proposal-based approach with respect to the
quality of the agreements found and the overall time to agreement.

1 Introduction
Integration of individual entities into complex, open, and heterogeneous systems
like the internet and peer-to-peer networks is ubiquitous. The potential of these
systems is grounded in the interaction between their parts. Since they are often
heterogeneous, interacting autonomous and intelligent agents [1] tend to have conflicting interests, but often they still can profit from coordinating their actions with
other agents or even cooperating with each other. Hence, coordination techniques
and mechanisms rapidly gain importance in the field of distributed artificial intelligence. Central to the concept of intelligent agents is their capability to reason about
themselves and their environment. This aspect is usually not exploited by gametheoretic approaches [2] to automated negotiation and thus these approaches often lack flexibility. In recent years, argumentation-based negotiation [3] has been
suggested as an approach to negotiation that takes advantage of the abilities of intelligent agents to reason about rich interaction scenarios where complex justification positions (and not just simple proposals) can be exchanged [4, 5]. Therefore
this approach is currently enjoying increasing popularity in the field of negotiation
research. However, until today, only very few approaches exist in which the performance of argumentation-based negotiating agents, bargaining agents and gametheoretic solution concepts can actually be compared in a specific scenario.
T. Ito et al. (Eds.): Advances in Agent-Based Complex Automated Negotiations, SCI 233, pp. 39–59.
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The problem definition of this paper is driven mainly by two aspects: Firstly,
many negotiation settings are well-researched and have been analysed using
game-theoretic techniques. The merits are that optimal negotiation mechanisms and
strategies can be provided for a broad range of problems, which are also used in
real-world scenarios, e.g. auctions. But then, the applicability of such solutions is
often restricted to specific situations. Secondly, the emerging field of argumentationbased negotiation endeavours to overcome some of the fundamental limitations of
the game-theoretic approach, notably partial knowledge, inconsistent beliefs and
bounded rationality. Substantial work has been done in this field, and a number
of implementations have been realised (see [6] for recent theoretical and software
approaches to argumentation-based negotiation). However, until today, very little
work exists in which different approaches are implemented and the performance
of argumentation-based negotiating agents, bargaining agents and game-theoretic
solution concepts can actually be compared in a specific scenario. The objective
of this paper is to examine the benefits of different types of negotiation in a complex and stochastic environment in which agents only dispose of partial, incomplete
knowledge. For this purpose, a negotiation framework is implemented, together with
negotiating agents using different negotiation mechanisms. The performance of
our solution concepts is evaluated empirically by benchmarking their performance
against a provably optimal solution borrowed from game theory that requires complete and fully observable information. Our evaluation shows that the different negotiation mechanisms that were tests can be clearly ranked with respect to their
performance. The upper benchmark is set by the employment of a game theoretic
mediator with complete knowledge who discharges the agents from negotiation by
computing the optimal outcome for them. If agents are bound to negotiate under
incomplete knowledge, the argumentation-based approach is clearly favourable to
bargaining with respect to a number of evaluation criteria.
This paper is structured as follows: In the next section we introduce the environment within which the negotiating agents are situated. In Section 3 we present our
solution concepts in an abstract form. The verification of our working hypothesis
was conducted through extensive empirical evaluation - Section 4 is dedicated to
the presentation of the experimental setup, the main experimental results, and an
interpretation of our findings. Section 5 concludes with a summary and suggestions
for future work on the topic.

2 The Testbed
In the following, we describe the testbed used for the subsequent evaluation and
comparison task. Our testbed is designed in a way that makes the negotiation scenario complex enough to draw meaningful conclusions while keeping the negotiation processes comprehensible and analyzable. In game theoretic terms our scenario
is based on the most general framework of games, namely general sum stochastic games [7, 8]. In addition, in our case players have to deal with incomplete and
partially observable information - as possessions of other players are not public making it difficult to apply game theoretic solutions.
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The scenario the agents are situated in is a production game. Players try to collect a certain number of resources of identical types to assemble products. By selling
their products agents earn game points. The game is called Queue-Stack-Game, because each player possesses a queue-like data structure, which is the resource store,
and a production unit similar to a stack. Only one type of resource can be collected
at a time in the stack. In each round, every player is assigned a certain number of
new resources uniformly drawn from different resource types which are temporarily
stored in the queue. Then the production process advances and a specified amount
of resources must be added to the stack of collected resources (production unit). If
the types of the resources previously held in the stack and the types of new resources
are not the same, all resources collected so far are wasted. To avoid this, players can
negotiate with other players and trade resources from the queue. Resources received
from fellow players are pushed onto the stack. For details on the rules of the game
see appendix A.1.
Next, we will describe the course of one round of the Queue-Stack-Game. Each
round is divided into two phases, namely allocation and negotiation. In the allocation phase, getPerRound new random resources are enqueued in all players’ resource
stores. The resources allocated to the different players are independently generated.
Subsequently, each agent is forced to remove the pushPerRound-first elements from
the head of his queue and to push them onto the stack, maintaining their ordering.
For details on the allocation phase please see appendix A.2.
Having completed the allocation phase, the players enter the negotiation phase.
The outcome of a successful negotiation is a deal, describing which sets of resources
are to be exchanged between players. Hence, the agents engage in practical reasoning. The exchange of resources is the only means for agents to take action during
the game. If a player chooses not to negotiate or not to agree to any deal proposed to
him, his succeeding in the game entirely depends on the random resource sequence
he is allocated. If players cannot find an agreement, the default deal is forced. The
default deal entails no actions of the players, thus the resource situation of all players
remains unchanged. The available locutions are propose, reject, accept and inform.
The negotiation protocol, i.e. the communication rules are defined as follows:
1. The negotiation terminates immediately after an acceptance message is uttered
by one of the participants.
2. The negotiation terminates with the default deal if a player quits the negotiation.
3. The players take turns in proposing deals. If a player cannot propose a new deal,
he is forced either to accept a previously offered deal or to quit the negotiation.
4. All deals offered during the negotiation can be accepted at any point in time
later on as long as they have not been rejected.
5. A counterproposal can be preceded by a critique and a rejection.
This protocol entails that agents have to receive up to three messages (inform, reject,
propose) until they are allowed to respond.
After the outcome of the negotiation is set, the deal is executed. The resources
each player receives from fellow players are pushed onto the stack, whereby the
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player himself can dictate the order in which they are to be pushed. Eventually,
the players are rewarded if they were able to complete their stack and thus sold a
product.

3 Three Approaches to the Game
3.1

Using a Mediator

Our first approach to designing successful players involves the consultation of a
trusted mediator. We assume the mediator does not take part in the game and is
unbiased towards any of the players. The players truthfully reveal their resource
situation and their utility function to the mediator. The mediator has thus perfect
information of the players’ private states. Using this knowledge, all possible offers
per player can be computed. Here, offer refers to a subset of the queue which the
owner offers to give to an fellow player. The space of all possible deals is thus the
Cartesian product of each player’s offer vector. Through the utility function each
player assigns a utility value to each possible deal. By knowing the utility functions,
the mediator can compute these values per deal and player.
The next task is to determine the optimal deal for both agents. We adapt the
axioms of the Nash Bargaining Solution [9] to define optimality: Pareto efficiency
(there is no other deal which improves the payoff of at least one agent without another agent being worse off), Invariance (utility functions only represent preferences
over outcomes, the actual cardinalities of the utilities do not matter), Independence
of irrelevant alternatives (if outcome o is the solution and other outcomes o = o
are removed from the set of all possible outcomes, o still remains the solution) and
Symmetry (the optimal solution remains the same as long as the set of utility functions is the same. Which player has which utility function does not influence the
outcome.) According to the Nash Bargaining Solution, the optimal deal o∗ is the
deal that maximises the product of the players’ utilities. Formally:
o∗ = arg max[(u1 (o) − u1 (odef ault )) × (u2 (o) − u2 (odef ault ))]
o

where n is the number of players and ui (o ) is the utility which player i assigns
to deal o . The mediator chooses the deal from the set of all generated deals that
satisfies this equation. He then proposes this deal to the players, whom we assume
to accept.
The advantage of the mediator approach is obvious. The outcome is guaranteed
to be Pareto efficient. Hence, it is impossible to find a deal where both players are
better off. The Nash Bargaining Solution respects each player’s interests as far as
possible without being biased towards any particular player, and promotes fairness.
This approach has some shortcomings though. First of all, it requires the existence of a mediator whom the players trust, so they will reveal their utility functions
and their resource situation. If the players are concerned with privacy issues in general and if they do not trust the meditator they might not agree to collaborate with
that mediator. Furthermore, they might not be content with the solution found, because there are deals with which the individual would be better off. The individual
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players are not necessarily interested in maximising the social welfare [10] but are
only concerned with maximising their own profit. Additionally, the realisation of a
mediator can be very complex and inefficient in real world scenarios.
The mediator will serve as a benchmark to which we compare the negotiation
outcomes achieved by the argumentation-based agent described in the following
sections.
3.2

Proposal- and Argumentation-Based Negotiating Agents

In this section we describe two designs of agents, both capable to negotiate by exchanging proposals with negotiation partners. While the proposal-based negotiating
agent’s abilities are restricted to the exchange of proposals, the argumentation-based
negotiating (ABN) agent can use arguments to justify his negotiation stance and to
critique proposals he has received from fellow players. Arguments can be arbitrary
logical formulae with literals taken from a given vocabulary.
Agent Architecture Overview
The architecture of our argumentation-based agent follows the abstract architecture
described in [4]. All incoming proposals are stored in a Proposal Database. If arguments are employed, these are stored as well. As a model of his environment, the
agent maintains a set of possible worlds to which he will possibly agree. This set
is continuously adapted during negotiation, i.e. possible worlds are removed after
arguments or rejections of his proposals have been received and evaluated. According to his negotiation strategy, the agent then decides whether to accept or reject the
last proposal. The ABN agent can then generate different types of arguments [11],
in our case either a critique or a justification to inform his opponent why he is not
inclined to accept the proposal. Of all generated arguments one is selected which
will be uttered as a response. According to the adapted negotiation protocol (see
section 2), the agent cannot reply to every message received, but is bound to wait
until he receives a proposal. So, not every incoming locution triggers an outgoing
locution. The next sections describe the main components of the agent architecture
in detail.
The Negotiation Strategy
In this section, we describe the negotiation strategy both our agents pursue. Each
agent generates a set of possible deals which he will propose to his opponent one
after another, starting with the deal with highest utility, followed by deals with descending utility (bestDealPossible) . This ensures that the opponent knows all deals
which would yield higher utility for the proposing agent, before being given the
chance to accept a new deal. On the other hand, an agent waits to accept until he is
not able to make a proposal with higher utility himself. Thus, the use of this strategy
aims to maximise the utility of the outcome for both players. Algorithm 1 shows the
strategy of an agent using arguments in a pseudo-code notation. Removing lines 14
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to 18 yields the strategy of our proposal-based agent, who simply accepts or rejects
deals without criticising them.
Deals received from the negotiation partner carry a j subscript, own proposals an
i subscript. In summary, it can be stated that the agent will accept the deal with the
highest utility of all deals he was offered (bestDealReceived) when all deals left to
propose have lower utility. He will withdraw from the negotiation and thus accept
the default deal if he cannot make any more proposals, but has not received any offer
whose utility exceeds that of the current situation. An explicit reject is stated with
respect to the current offer if there is already another offer with higher utility.

Algorithm 1. Negotiation strategy
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

receive δj,r
δi,r+1 ← bestDealPossible()
δj,best ← bestDealReceived()
if δi,r+1 = ⊥ then
if utility(δi,def ault ) ≥ utility(δj,best ) then
ACCEPT δi,def ault
else
ACCEPT δj,best
end if
else
if utility(δi,r+1 ) < utility(δj,best ) then
ACCEPT δj,best
else
allArguments[] ← generateArguments(δj,r )
if allArguments[] =⊥ then
argument ← selectBestArgument(allArguments[])
INFORM argument
end if
if utility(δi,r ) < utility(δj,best ) then
REJECT δj,r
end if
PROPOSE δi,r+1
end if
end if

Generating and Selecting Arguments
Next, we explain how argument generation (line 14, “generateArguments”) and argument selection (line 16, “selectBestArgument”) is managed.
The negotiation language we designed contains just two basic elements. On the
one hand, the statement quit negotiation(agent), which an agent utters if he stops
negotiating. On the other hand, give(a, b, r, t) where a and b are agents, r is an
amount of resources and t denotes a round of the game. The semantics of this statement is that agent a gives the resources r to agent b in round t. By combining
statements using logical connectives, it is possible to create complex expressions
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with varying meaning. A deal, as it describes the exchange of resources between
two players, consists of the conjunction of two statements:
give(a, b, r1, t) ∧ give(b, a, r2, t)
Arguments can serve two purposes in our approach: justification (“I cannot provide
you with six white resources in the current round 13, because I only have four”) or
critique (“I reject your offer to give me four whites in exchange for three blacks in
the current round 7, because I do not want to get four whites at all”). Each proposal
is hence examined as to whether it contains one or more actions which either cannot
be performed or are not desirable. An action is deemed not desirable if it is not contained in any deal considered in the agent’s store of possible worlds. The argument
generated then consists of the conjunction of the negated actions.
Here are two arguments which agent a sends to agent b. The following example
corresponds to the above justification:
¬give(a, b, fourWhites, 13)
∧ ¬give(a, b, fiveWhites, 13)
∧ ¬give(a, b, sixWhites, 13)
It states that the agent cannot give four, five or six white resources. A possible critique could be ¬give(b, a, fourWhites, 7). Agent a does not want to receive four
white resources under any circumstances.
The question of which of all arguments generated is to be uttered is answered by
one simple rule: If a justification was generated and it has not yet been uttered, it
will be selected. Otherwise, the critique is selected.
Interpreting Arguments
Now we will address the issue of how to evaluate incoming arguments. Arguments
are statements about the opponent’s mental attitude, i.e. his beliefs about possible
worlds. Consisting of formulas on propositions of the form “give(a, b, r, t)”, they
describe the set of deals he might be willing to accept at all. Hence they are used to
refine the set of possible offers. We assume our agents to be honest, so arguments
are believed to be true. If an argument is received, its interpretation with respect to
the current set of possible worlds is determined. The interpretation is a subset of the
universe (the current set of possible worlds). This subset is then regarded as the new
set of possible worlds. A set of possible worlds can be regarded as a logical formula
of the form
give(a, b, r1 , t) ∧ give(b, a, r2 , t) ∨ . . .


deal1

. . . ∨ give(a, b, rn , t) ∧ give(b, a, rm , t)


dealk

The ri stand for arbitrary sets of resources. A ri can appear in several deals.
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Table 1. Interpretation of arguments as subsets of possible worlds

Argument
give(a, b, r, t)
¬give(a, b, r, t)
φ∧ψ
φ∨ψ

Interpretation
set of all deals which include give(a, b, r, t)
set of all deals which do not include give(a, b, r, t)
all deals which are elements of the intersection of the sets which are the
interpretation of φ and ψ
all deals which are elements of the union of the sets which are the interpretation of φ and ψ

Incoming arguments are transformed into a normal form, so that negations are
pushed inward and all operators but ∨ and ∧ are resolved. Then the subset of possible deals, which is denoted by the argument, is determined using the following
inductive definitions in table 1 where φ and ψ are any arguments.
3.3

Summary

This section introduced our application scenario, a simple two-player game in which
agents must accumulate certain sequences of resources in order to transform them
into real rewards. We explained the rules of the game and mediator-based and
argumentation-based mechanisms for decision making in inter-player negotiation
in this game. This included a description of a sufficiently expressive language for
the domain, and of a comprehensive decision-making cycle for argumentation-based
agents. It should be noted that we are not interested in the properties of the game
from the point of view of understanding what winning strategies exist for it. We
rather view it as a “minimal” scenario that exhibits all the properties required to
analyse the impact of using argumentation in a negotiation setting: a competitive
and sufficiently complex environment involving incomplete information that offers
a potential for cooperation among agents and a domain that allows for simple yet
succinct symbolic representations of the world that lend themselves to tractable inference. In the next section, we shall explain how the agent designs described in this
section were implemented in practice to conduct experiments.

4 Evaluation
This section describes the empirical evaluation conducted to answer our central research questions: Do agents who use arguments in the negotiation perform better in
our complex trading scenario than agents who are confined to exchanging proposals? Are agents using argumentation-based negotiation capable of reaching optimal
deals? In the first section, we introduce the evaluation criteria for which data was
gathered during the test runs. Section 4.2 describes the experimental setup. Finally,
in section 4.3, we evaluate our experimental findings with respect to our key research
questions.
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Evaluation Criteria

In our experimental evaluation, we consider a number of evaluation criteria which
allow for measuring certain aspects of agent performance. The following subsections introduce these criteria one by one. Moreover, we outline why and to what
extent we consider the criteria to be suitable metrics for evaluation.
•

•

•

•

Rewards: Rewards earned over time are the most natural criterion for the QueueStack-Game, as this measure is used to determine the winner after one or more
rounds, and hence it also reflects the game-playing ability of any given agent
strategy. The rewards a player has earned are influenced mainly by two factors.
On the one hand, they depend on how lucky the player has been in terms of the
resources that were randomly allocated to him. On the other hand, their number
increases with the quality of the game strategy adopted, and in particular also
with the quality of the chosen negotiation strategy. Hence, it is important to have
several rounds in one game, so that the distribution of resources becomes fair.
Social Welfare: Social welfare is a means of assessing the well-being of a society
of agents as a whole, i.e. taking into account the well-being of all individual
agents [12]. In literature, there are different measures for social welfare, e.g.
Egalitarian or Utilitarian social welfare. We employed the Nash Bargaining
Solution which is proven to promote pareto-optimal deals, which means that no
other deal is preferred by every other agent. The mediator computes the optimal
deal according to this measure. The deals achieved by each of the negotiation
methods can be compared to this optimal deal and thus a “degree of optimality”
can be established for each method. Furthermore, the deals achieved by ABN
and by bargaining can be compared to each other with respect to the optimal
deal. Social welfare is also an adequate indicator if all agents get better deals
by arguing, or if, e.g., an increase of utility of Player1 can only be realised at
Player2’s expense, thus promoting unjust deals.
Number of Communication Units: As a measure for the amount of communication, we define a communication unit for our negotiation language. Deals
and arguments are generated by combining different statements of the form
give(a, b, r, t). We define this as one communication unit. Operators are not accounted for by this measure, i.e. a conjunctive expression has the same “value”
as two atomic expressions. Similar to the other measures discussed above, the
absolute number of communication units is meaningless in itself. However,
counting the communication units allows for a comparison of the amount of
communication across the different negotiation mechanisms. In the ABN approach, we distinguish communication units that were sent as part of proposals
and messages that carried arguments.
Number of Negotiation Steps: The number of steps the agents negotiate for per
round is an apt measure to determine the speed of a negotiation style. Reaching
an agreement in fewer steps is considered better, if the agreement is as good
as the agreement that could have been reached within an unbounded number of
negotiation rounds. Even if no agreement is reached, the less time and effort is
invested to find out that no co-operation is possible or desired, the better.
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Table 2. Frequency of data collection.
Test Criterion
Nash Bargaining Solution
Utilitarian Social Welfare
Egalitarian Social Welfare
Rewards
Utility
Communication Units (Proposals)
Communication Units (Arguments)
Negotiation Steps
Possible Worlds

•

4.2

Mediator
end of round
end of round
end of round
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Player
n/a
n/a
n/a
start and end of round
start and end of round
end of negotiation
end of negotiation
end of negotiation
each negotiation-step

Number of Possible Worlds: Our agents maintain a changing number of possible
worlds during negotiation. The absolute number of possible worlds is not interesting per se. Their number is highly dependent on the current resource situation
of the agent, and can initially be very large. What we really want to show is that
our agents are capable of reducing the number of possible worlds while negotiating. Examining the decrease in possible worlds over negotiation steps offers
valuable clues on how the negotiation outcomes are achieved. This is because
the number and the utility of the remaining possible worlds directly influence an
agent’s decision to accept or reject an offered deal.
Experimental Setup

In the following, we describe the tests that were run to generate the test data. The
Queue-Stack-Game was played in three different settings. Scenario one comprises
a meditator as described in section 3.1 in addition to two players. In the second scenario, players can exchange deals but not arguments. Finally, in the third scenario,
players are capable of exchanging arguments in addition to proposals. Ten consecutive games consisting of ten rounds per game are played in all three scenarios. The
sequences of resources which are allocated to each player from the deck in each
round are identical in all three settings.
What is left to chance is the random time the agents wait before uttering their
initial proposal as soon as their NegotiationBehaviour is started. In summary, the
course of the game in our three settings is solely dependent on the negotiation and
its outcome. Hence, we can draw conclusions from the players’ success in the game
to their ability to negotiate.
The data for the empirical evaluation of the scenarios is logged by the players and
the mediator, if existent, during the test runs. The criteria are logged with different
frequency and in different phases of the game. Table 2 provides an overview of all
logged test variables.
4.3

Evaluation of Experimental Results

In this section we evaluate and interpret our experiments with respect to the above
mentioned test criteria.
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Rewards of Player1 over game rounds
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Fig. 1. Earned rewards over game rounds of Player1 for different test scenarios

Rewards
Earned rewards measure an agent’s success in the Queue-Stack-Game. The graphs
in figure 1 show the number of rewards earned by players Player1 (top) and Player2
(bottom) in every round of the game, respectively. The recurring decline of rewards
is due to the start of a new game every ten rounds. That is, the agents are restarted
with zero rewards in every eleventh round.
Figure 2 shows the average reward per round earned by both players in different
test scenarios. Both agents perform best when guided by a mediator, which matches
our initial expectations. Comparing the scenarios where the agents actually negotiate
with each other shows that both agents achieve better results when using arguments
in addition to the proposal exchange.
Social Welfare
Figures 3 depict the average social welfare for each experimental setting, namely
“Argumentation”, “Proposal exchange” and “Mediator use”. Different measures for
social welfare were used, the most common being Utilitarian social welfare (sum
of each player’s payoff) and the Nash product (product of each player’s payoff).
We computed social welfare on the basis of actual rewards, not based on the utility
of the negotiation outcome for reasons described above. As a matter of design, the
mediator maximised the Nash product of the players’ utilities, which are a heuristic for the expected reward. Quite naturally, this lead to the best average game results compared to the other mechanisms, considering any of our suggested measures.
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Comparison of social welfare for different types of negotiation
Average reward per game round (errorbars depict standard deviation)
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Fig. 2. Average rewards earned per game in different test scenarios. Left: Player1, Right:
Player2
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Fig. 3. Comparison of average social welfare for “argumentation” (left), “proposal exchange”
(middle), “mediator use” (right). Measures for social welfare (from top to bottom, left to
right): minimum (egalitarian social welfare), maximum (elitist), sum (utilitarian social welfare), product (Nash product)

Likewise, it becomes apparent that the agents of the “Argumentation” scenario
achieved the second best results and thus performed better than negotiating agents
who were restricted to proposal exchange.
Table 3 summarises the percentage of games won by each player. The number of
successful negotiations which ended with an agreement can be increased by 19,7 %
from 66 to 79 of 100 by the use of arguments. Whereas in scenario 2 both agents
accepted equally often, Player1 ended 9 more negotiations with an acceptance in
scenario 3 whereas Player2 accepted in just two more negotiations.
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Table 3. Acceptance rates of negotiation scenarios
Scenario
Player1 Player2 No agreement
2: Proposals only 32%
34%
33%
3: With arguments 43%
36%
21%

Fig. 4. Player2: Average reduction of possible world number over negotation steps in scenario
“proposal exchange” (continuous errorbars) and “argument exchange” (dashed errorbars)

Possible Worlds
The agents in scenario 2 and 3 mainly differ in the way an agent’s set of possible
worlds is maintained. The exchange of arguments aims at the refinement of the set
of possible worlds, and thus the removal of worlds that are not acceptable to any
of the agents. Hence, we look at how the number of possible worlds changes over
negotiation rounds.
In the figure 4 the average decrease of possible worlds over rounds is plotted
for Player2 for the two negotiation scenarios. The curve for agent Player1 is almost
identical, we therefore omit it.
Comparing the plots of the two different test scenarios, one observation is obvious: The decrease of possible worlds proceeds much faster when arguments are
used. After ten negotiation steps, agents in scenario 2 still maintain more than 80%
of the worlds they initially considered possible on the average. By that time, agents
in scenario 3 have removed over 80% of their initial worlds and maintain only less
than 20% after ten steps. After termination of the negotiation process, ABN agents
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Fig. 5. Number of negotiation steps over rounds: “argumentation” (continuous line), “proposal exchange” (dashed line)

have eliminated about 65% of their initially possible worlds on the average, their
counterparts in scenario 2 have been able to remove a mere 42%.
Negotiation Steps
Considering the average number of negotiation steps, agents of the different scenarios needed to come to an agreement, the average of 39 steps of the scenario
with argumentation lies clearly under the average of 76 of the scenario where only
proposals are exchanged. This means that when using arguments the negotiation terminates after little more than half of the steps required using pure proposal exchange
in the average. Additionally, figure 5 shows the absolute numbers of steps needed
to reach an agreement. When interpreting this plot, one has to bear in mind, that
the resource configuration is only identical at the beginning of a new game (rounds
0, 10, 20, . . . ). When a round proceeds, agents of the different scenarios come to
different agreements and thus their resource configurations are not identical in the
next steps. In general it can be stated that the curve of scenario 3 does not exceed
the curve of scenario 2 for most configurations. This indicates that negotiations with
arguments need less steps than negotiations without arguments. This is due to the
faster decrease of possible worlds in scenario 3, and it is also due to the fact that once
the negotiation has started no arguments can be produced which entail an increase of
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Fig. 6. Average number of communication units sent during negotiation

possible worlds. In the few cases where the ABN agents need more steps to come
to an agreement, this can be still be justified by the better negotiation outcome these
agents achieve compared to their proposal-exchanging counterparts.
Communication Units
The total number of communication units (in the sense defined above) averages
113.12 in scenario 2 and 44.01 in scenario 3. Latter number is composed of 12.87
units used on arguments and 31.14 units describing outcomes. Even the sum of
proposals and arguments in scenario 3 does not get close to the average of units
exchanged for proposals in scenario 2. This result is obtained by the richer semantics of the language which is used for argument exchange. The use of logic allows
for using concise descriptions of subsets of possible worlds. If the negotiation language is restricted to deals and a set of possible deals is to be encoded, there is no
alternative to enumerating the elements of this set. As the elements are deals and
each deal equals two communication units, the number of units needed to encode
a set is twice the cardinality of the set. Using logic this number still constitutes the
worst case, but due to dependencies between different deals which contain identical
actions, a subset of possible worlds can usually be encoded with fewer communication units. Hence, the use of logic as negotiation language allows for the reduction
of communication overhead.
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Summary

In this section we introduced the evaluation criteria that were considered in the
conducted experiments. We then described the experimental setup for the data
generation. Furthermore, we were able to show through a thorough analysis of
experimental results that additional use of arguments during negotiation in the
Queue-Stack-Game not only drastically reduces the duration and communication
overhead of negotiation, but also that the quality of the achieved agreements is
higher (in the sense that the resulting deals cause a higher increase in agents’ payoffs
and thus they perform better in the game). This is due to the refinement of the set of
possible worlds by exchanging arguments which accompany the rejection of deals.
Not only is the actually rejected deal eliminated from the opponent’s set of possible
worlds, but so is also every deal that shares the undesired aspects that caused the
rejection of the explicitly proposed deal.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work we presented the implementation of three different negotiation mechanisms in an environment which is only partially observable, i.e. the state and
the preferences of an agent’s peer are not known to him, and which incorporates
stochastic elements, i.e. subsequent states are not solely dependent on the actions
which are carried out by agents. Two agents are randomly assigned resources which
they can use in a specific manner to earn rewards. In most cases agents need to exchange resources with their opponent to be successful. Hence, the agents need to
come to an agreement about which type of resources and how many of them they
want to exchange. We approached this problem from three different angles.
Our first solution was the employment of a trustworthy mediator, toward whom
the agents disclose their preferences and resource situation. Using this complete information, the mediator can compute the optimal solution and dictate the outcome of
the negotiation. Our second solution comprised agents who engaged in bargaining.
They were restricted to a simple exchange of proposals to come to an agreement.
Then, in our third scenario we provided the negotiating agents with the additional
capability to accompany proposals or rejection of proposals with arguments. These
arguments can either be a detailed critique of an previously received proposal, telling
the opponent exactly which aspects of the proposal are undesirable. Or, an argument
can carry information about the sender’s negotiation stance and thus explain why a
proposed deal cannot be fulfilled by the sender.
We extensively tested these solution concepts in identical experimental settings,
allowing for a detailed comparison of the performance of the three negotiation
mechanisms. As expected, agents perform best when consulting a mediator. When
actually engaging in negotiation with each other, the use of arguments proves beneficial in various ways. Not only decrease communication overhead and duration of
negotiation significantly, but agents simultaneously reach better agreements. Hence
we were able to verify our working hypothesis, that the use of arguments enables
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better deals in scenarios with partial, incomplete knowledge compared to negotiation that is purely based on proposal exchange.
A number of aspects could not be addressed and were beyond the scope of this
paper. The following is a list of issues that could be the basis for future research:
•

•

•
•
•

Although agents receive information about the internal state of their opponent,
they do not actually try to create a model of their opponent, which they could
use over several rounds. This aspect gains importance if agents are allowed to
cheat. From the offers the opponent has made his resource situation could at
least be inferred partially or inconsistencies in his offers and arguments could
be detected.
In the light of potentially agents that are not trustworthy it is necessary to reassess the process of argument evaluation. If the truthfulness of the arguments
cannot be taken for granted, it is not advisable to accept all implications of the
arguments without examining whether one believes the argument or not.
Commitment to future actions is not considered as potential part of an agreement, even though the design of the negotiation language would allow it.
Our agents have not been equipped with the ability to learn or plan, two essential
aspects of intelligent agents.
Also the use of the mediator could be reassessed. Players might not be required
to execute the deal they have been advised to perform. They could bear that
deal in mind and engage in negotiation nonetheless, leaving open which agreement they will pursue. Again, this problem is within the scope of research on
computational trust.

By our strong efforts to keep our implementation generic in the choice of the tools
and design we hope to contribute to the further investigation of these important
issues.
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A Appendix: Details of Testbed
A.1

Production

There are a number of game parameters and restrictions that apply to the production
process of the Queue-Stack-Game, which are explained in the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A.2

Each agent can produce only one product at a time
A product consists of a number of identically typed resources, this number being
a game parameter, namely stackCapacity
The types of resources and the order in which they are allocated to the producers
are random. The number of resources each player receives per round is fixed
though and is a parameter of the game, namely getPerRound
The incoming sequence of resources cannot be altered by the agent before being
added to the queue
Each player is forced to input pushPerRound resources from the head of his
queue into the production unit in each round
If the type of any newly input resource does not match the type of the product
being currently assembled, this product is spoiled and thrown away
The players are admitted to remove elements of any types from their queue in
order to give them to one of their fellow players
If a player receives resources, he is allowed to arrange them in the desired order
before they are immediately fed into the production unit
Allocation

Each round is divided into two phases, namely allocation and negotiation. In the
allocation phase, getPerRound new random resources are enqueued in all players’
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Fig. 7. Examples illustrating the behaviour of a player’s stack when additional resources are
pushed

resource stores. The resources allocated to the different players are independently
generated. Subsequently, each agent is forced to remove the pushPerRound-first elements from the head of his queue and to push them onto the stack, maintaining
their ordering. If the production unit already contains some elements and their type
does not match the newly pushed resources, the old contents of the stack are wasted.
Figure 7 illustrates four examples of feeding resources into the stack.
The examples show the state of the stack before and after new resources have
been pushed. We assume two different types of resources, 0 and 1. The number
of game points owned in the current situation is shown underneath each stack. In
situation (1) all elements of the stack are discarded when the 0 token is pushed, as the
types do not match. The 0 token itself is also thrown away, when the next resource,
a 1 token is pushed. In situation (2), the player has more luck. The two resources
pushed complete the product, which the player can sell and thus is rewarded. The
production unit is empty now, ready to accept new resources of any type. Situation
(3) shows how resources are added to an empty stack. In example (4) the first of the
pushed resources completes the stack, the player sells the completed product, earns
a reward and the stack is emptied before the next resource is pushed.
A.3

Generating Possible Worlds

We will now formalise the notion of a state in the Queue-Stack-Game and outline
the process of generating a set of possible worlds with respect to a particular state.
A state sc contains the following elements:
•
•

The condition of the queue after resources have been removed, referred to as
queue(sc )
the condition of the stack after transfer received from another player has been
pushed, referred to as stack (sc ),
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the number of rewards, rewards(sc ),
the set of resources received from another player, get (sc ),
the set of resources removed from the queue in order to be transferred to the
other player, give(sc ),
noWaste(sc ), a flag indicating whether elements of the stack were wasted when
get(sc ) was pushed,
earnedReward (sc ) a flag being set to 1 if a reward was earned when pushing
get(sc ) or 0 otherwise.

The queue of a state sc can be generated by removing each possible subset of resources from the previous queue queue(sc−1 ). The removed resources are give(s).
Which resources can be received from other players is not known to the agent, as
he has no insight into his opponents’ resource situation. So all possible combinations of resource types up to an arbitrary total amount are considered. As the resources can be pushed in any order, get (sc ) is generated for each permutation of
the received transfer. stack (sc ) is the resulting stack, after get (sc ) has been pushed.
rewards(sc ) is the number of rewards the agent possesses afterwards. noWaste(sc )
and earnedReward (sc ) are needed when calculating the utility for a state.
The deal that produced a state is implicit to the state. When we speak of the utility
of a deal, we mean the utility of the state which results from execution of the deal.
A.4

Evaluating Possible Worlds – the Utility Function

We now need a numerical utility function which measures the quality of a state. A
utility function u maps a state or a sequence of states to a real number [13]. The
following criteria could be used to describe a “good” queue.
1. The more resources the agent possesses, the better.
2. Blocks of identically typed resources contained in the queue should be of maximum length; ideally, the length is a multiple of the number of resources needed
to earn a reward.
3. Preferably, no elements of the stack should be wasted when resources are
pushed.
4. Resources at the head of the queue which are to be pushed in the next round
should carry more weight than resources at the back end of the queue.
5. As few resources as possible should be given to other players.
6. As many resources as possible should be received.
Equation 1 captures criteria 1 and 2. It computes the base utility for a state s. In
any sequence of resources, each element is either of type 0 or 1, or white and black,
respectively. Single elements of identical type are indistinguishable. Resource sequences can thus be represented as a sequence of blocks containing identically typed
resources. bi (r) is taken to denote the ith block of a sequence r. amount(bi (r)) is
the number of resources bi (r) contains and type(bi (r)) denotes the type of resources
in block bi (r). k denotes the number of blocks in r. stackCapacity is the capacity
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of the stack, in other words, the number of resources required to obtain one unit of
reward. The sequence of all resources that a player possesses is the concatenation
of his stack and queue. Concatenation is represented by the “|” operator.
baseU tility(s) =

k
1  amount(bk (stack(s)|queue(s)))
k
stackCapacity
i=0

Each block is considered as a fraction of a complete stack. stackCapacity resources
in a row are equivalent to one unit of reward. The equation computes the average
reward that can be achieved.

